Modular rearrangements play an important role in protein evolution. Functional modules, often tantamount to structural domains or smaller fragments, are in many cases well conserved but reoccur in a different order and across many protein families. The underlying genetic mechanisms are gene duplication, fusion and loss of sequence fragments. As a consequence, the sequential order of domains can be inverted, leading to what is known as circularly permutated proteins. Using a recently developed algorithm we have identified a large number of such rearrangements and analysed their evolutionary history. We searched for examples which have arisen by one of the three postulated mechanisms: independent fusion/fission, duplication/deletion and plasmid mediated cut and paste. We conclude that all three mechanisms can be observed, with the independent fusion/fission being the most frequent. This can be partly attributed to highly mobile domains. Duplication/deletion has been found in modular proteins such as peptide synthases.
Introduction
Proteins are known to evolve not only at the level of amino-acid sequence but also in a modular way, by rearrangements of larger sequence fragments. Domains are structural units and frequently determine the function of proteins (see for example the Pfam database; Bateman et al. 2002) and correspond to conserved sequence units (Elofsson and Sonnhammer, 1999) . Therefore, large scale and modular rearrangements of protein structures can be found by sequence analysis of the rearrangements of domains defined by the conservation of the protein sequence. Most domains tend to be very tightly associated with other specific domains, and always occur in the same combination (Apic et al., 2001; Vogel et al., 2004) . However, some domains associate with a diverse set of other domains, and yet others occur mostly as singletons (see Bornberg-Bauer et al. (2005) for a recent review). Either way, the basic mechanisms of modular evolution are gene duplication, gene fusion and domain loss. The latter may happen either by introduction of new start or stop codons or by slow erosion at the sequence level (Bornberg-Bauer et al., 2005) . Basic types of rearrangements can happen sequentially, causing more complex rearrangements such as circular permutations (CPs) (Bateman et al., 2002) .
Circular permutations are rearrangements where the sequential order between two proteins is inverted (see Fig. 1 ; Jeltsch 1999; Bujnicki 2002; Weiner et al. 2005) . It is important to know whether proteins undergoing a CP event can retain their functionality if their domains remain intact. Such knowledge will improve our understanding on the structure-function relationship, and will give specific clues on the functionality of domains.
Artificially created circular permutations were shown to maintain catalytic activity of proteins in many cases, or at least the catalytic centre was not destroyed (Cheltsov et al., 2001; Hennecke et al., 1999) . Consequently, circular permutations show that a rearrangement, detected at the sequence level, may have little or no impact on protein structure and function. It can be argued that such a situation is possible in two cases. First, the rearrangement does not influence the structure of the folded protein; or alternatively, if the domains are structurally independent of each other, they can fold and fulfil their biological function in spite of a change in the spatial arrangement.
From an evolutionary point of view, a thorough understanding of the mechanisms leading to CPs also enables a more quantitative estimate of how often and in which epochs the elementary operations leading to CPs occur. This in turn will show how important such rearrangements are in increasing the genetic variability upon which natural selection can act.
The existence of CPs also has important implications for database searches. All widely used algorithms are built on the assumption that the major operations during protein evolution are substitutions, insertions and deletions of amino-acids. In essence, this leaves the order of the homologous fragments constant. If the order of fragments is inverted, as is the case in CPs, these algorithms will only identify a short homologous subfragment, and, consequently, proteins with a close evolutionary relationship may thus be missed.
Proposed mechanisms of circular permutations.
Three main mechanisms are thought to be responsible for circularly permutated proteins (Jeltsch, 1999; Bujnicki, 2002; Weiner et al., 2005) . The mechanism we call duplication/deletion relies on independent events of gene duplication and partial deletion of domains at the termini (Fig. 1, a) . Given a protein with the domain sequence ABC, it can first undergo duplication, so that the resulting gene has the domain structure ABCABC. Next, domains at one of the termini, for example the N-terminal domain A, are deleted and the intermediary form BCABC arises. Finally, the deletion of C-terminal domains BC results in the circular permutation of the initial protein with the structure BCA. If a CP is caused by this mechanism, we expect the existence of intermediate forms of CPs, designated as intermediate CPs (iCPs; Weiner et al. 2005) .
In an independent fusion, two multidomain proteins are created independently in different organisms or different genomic locations from single domain fragments or proteins with fewer domains (Fig. 1, b) . For example, two independent genes consisting, respectively, of domains AB and C can form, through fusion, two new genes: ABC or CAB. These genes will be, in consequence, related by a circular permutation. Alternatively, in a second variant of this mechanism, one protein can undergo fission, resulting in two distinct genes corresponding to the N-and C-terminal fragments of the parent protein. Subsequently, these proteins can be reassembled in a different order. For example, given the initial protein with the domain structure ABC, it can undergo a fission to form genes AB and C, which are then fused again to form the circularly permutated variant of the initial gene with the domain structure CAB.
This is in concordance with the view that a circularly permutated protein will have unchanged biological function if the rearranged domains can fold and function independently of each other. This condition is obviously fulfilled if the terminal fragments can act as single proteins.
We argue that the absence of "partial" proteins corresponding to both the N-and the Cterminal part is evidence against the fusion / fission model, as is the existence of iCPs.
On the other hand, if of the "partial" proteins correspond to a promiscuous domain, then a fusion event seems likely, and the model is further corroborated.
The two mechanisms have different predictions concerning the phylogeny of the domain sequences (Fig. 2) . In the case of the two variants of the independent fusion mechanism, the phylogeny will be straightforward and relatively easy to reconstruct, since the phylogeny is not obscured by the existence of iCPs. If, on the other hand, the rearrangements are a result of alternating duplication and deletion events, the phylogeny reconstruction based on the amino acid sequences of the whole proteins will not necessarily reflect the actual phylogeny of the proteins (Fig. 2) .
A third mechanism has been termed as cut and paste by Bujnicki (2002) . Methyltransferases (MTs) are found to be components of the restriction-modification (RM) system. The invasion of a cell by the RM system encoded on a plasmid may lead to a fragmentation of the MT gene by the host endonucleases. This is followed by a reassembly of the gene and changes the order of the MT domains. The MTs are the sole example in which an underlying genetic mechanism of a CP has been proposed in detail and demonstrated on specific examples (Bujnicki 1999 (Bujnicki , 2002 . This mechanism can be viewed as one of the two mechanisms proposed before, in which all stages happen at one time. However, the underlying genetics requires a specific set up. A restriction-modification system must be present and the rearranged genes have to be on a DNA strand susceptible to restriction, for example, encoded on a plasmid.
In this paper we investigate in full detail the results of a domain-based search for CPs in respect to evolutionary issues. We seek to shed light on which evolutionary process generating CPs is more frequent. We ask how the mechanisms work in detail and, finally, when, in evolutionary terms, most of these events took place. In the following, we present examples for CPs which have arisen by alternative fusion, followed by those that arose by fusion and domain loss and finally briefly recapitulate those having arisen by other mechanisms.
Methods
The whole ProDom database version 1/2004 (Corpet et al., 2000) was scanned, and the results were confirmed using the Pfam database (Bateman et al., 2002) version 18.0. This databases contain all proteins from the SwissProt/TrEMBL databases automatically annotated in terms of domains. The Pfam database is in part manually annotated and has generally a much higher quality. However, ProDom has a higher coverage of the annotated sequences in terms of amino acid percentage and shorter domains (Fig. 3, E and F) . Both databases contain approximately the same number of sequences with two or more domains.
RASPODOM (Weiner et al., 2005) was used to retrieve circular permutations. This algorithm relies on domain annotations of sequences, and can also be used to find iCPs (intermediate forms of the duplication/deletion mechanism).
The identified circular permutations were clustered to estimate the actual number of CP events. For example, if there are four proteins: P1, P2, P3, P4, and P4 is circularly permutated, then RASPODOM will report three cases of circular permutations (P1-P4, P2-P4, P3-P4). These CPs constitute one cluster of circular permutations.
The estimation of the actual number of circularly permutated proteins in a given cluster proceeds as follows: proteins from a cluster are divided in two sets.Given a protein from one set, there are only CPs between this protein and proteins from the other set. In the mentioned example, P1, P2, P3 would form one set, and P4 would remain in the other set. The estimated minimal number of circularly permutated proteins in a cluster is then the number of proteins in the smaller of the two sets.
Finally, all clusters have been manually scanned to identify false positives. For each cluster, both a graphical alignment of the domain structures of the corresponding proteins, and dotplots with marked domains were produced (Fig. 3) . The full list of results, the corresponding cluster assignments, multiple alignments and domain-dot-plots can be found in supplementary material.
Phylogenetic analyses were carried out with protein parsimony method using the protpars program from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1989) or using the maximum likelihood method with the PHYML program (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) . Bootstrapping was done with 100 repeats.
Results
Around 160 clusters of proteins containing true CPs were found in the ProDom and Pfam databases (Tab. 1). Another 54 had clearly distinguishable iCPs, but no full CP's (for a taxonomic classification of results, see Tab. 2). There were 63,417 different proteins in the initial result set, which could be grouped in 971 clusters.
An automated assignment of the possible CP mechanism yielded 130 clusters, which do not contain any intermediate forms and for which single-domain proteins could be found. Furthermore, we found 30 clusters which contain intermediate CPs, and are thus attributed to the "duplication / deletion" mechanism (Tab. 1).
All results, domain-dotplots and RASPODOM lattices, are available on the supplementary material web page. Here, we present examples in which the assignment to one of the mechanisms of CPs is well supported and illustrate the main conclusions of the paper.
Circular permutations caused by independent fusion of sub-proteins
Many of the CPs found are proteins with few domains, which have been probably circularly permutated by means of an independent fusion of a gene with either another multidomain gene or, in some cases, a single mobile domain.
Among such CPs, there were two highly abundant groups of proteins. Eighteen clusters correspond to chitinases and cellulases, and 14 clusters which contained proteins with protein kinase activity. These proteins contained domains which are known to be highly mobile and are found in a large spectrum of proteins, for example the protein kinase domain, the carbohydrate binding domain (CBD) of chitinases or the cellulase domain.
Transhydrogenases
Transhydrogenases represent an omnipresent family of proteins. The enzyme has three major functional units: I, II (transmembrane region) and III (Hatefi and Yamaguchi, 1996) . In Bacteria, these are split between two genes, α and β. The first contains units I and IIa (part of the transmembrane region), the second units IIb (second part of the transmembrane region) and III. In higher eukaryotes, all units are encoded on one gene, in the order I-II-III, that is, α -β.
However, in parasitic protozoans the order is reversed and, although the units are contained within one single gene, the order is IIb-III-I-IIa or β -α. To test the hypothesis that the mechanism of the CP was an independent fusion of ancestral genes, we have analysed the phylogenetic relationships independently for units α and β. If the protozoan genes arose through the duplication/deletion mechanism from ancestral α-β genes, then they should be more closely related to the genes from higher eukaryotes than to bacterial genes.
The phylogenetic analysis of the α and β subunits of the transhydrogenases from bacteria, protozoa and higher eukaryotes showed that the three groups of domain arrangements in transhydrogenases are clearly separated (see supplementary material). This is consistent with the independent fusion/fission model: the α and β subunits of transhydrogenases were acquired and fused independently very early during the evolution of these groups of eukaryotes. This is further supported by the cellular location of the transhydrogenases and their function in both groups. Whereas in higher eukaryotes the transhydrogenases are located in mitochondria, in protozoans they are found in small organellae called mitosomes and present at much lower density (Weston et al., 2001) . Therefore, its role in connection with a proton gradient, as it is the case in other eukaryotes, is doubtful. This suggests that their function is different in protozoans.
Proteins with a CoA binding domain
At least 8 circularly permutated proteins from various bacterial and archeal organisms containing the coenzyme A (CoA) binding domain (Pfam accession number: PF02629), a Rossmann fold, have been identified. All these 8 proteins have been annotated as hypothetical. Interestingly, there are pairs of two circularly permutated proteins from the same genomes, as it is in the case of Bradyrhizobium japonicum or Streptomyces avermilitis. These CoA related proteins show a wide flexibility as to the domain arrangement; there were two distinct CPs identified at different positions in the modular arrangement of the proteins. All proteins have several common, yet unannotated domains, either at N-or C-terminus of the CoA domain. The proteins, in which the CoA binding domain is at the N-terminus, can additionally have an acetyl-transferase domain (PF00583) either at the N-or at the C-terminus. Therefore, there are four combinations of the domains: CoA-XYZ (where XYZ stands for unannotated domains), XYZ-CoA, AcTr-CoA-XYZ and CoA-XYZ-AcTr (Fig. 4) .
There have been at least two independent CPs, as shown by the four different domain combinations. The duplicated instances of these proteins as well as iCPs -as predicted by the duplication / deletion mechanism -have not been found. On the other hand, the CoA binding domain is very versatile and forms numerous combinations with other domains, but can also occur as a singleton. This is in accordance with the independent fusion model, which is further supported by the phylogeny of the domains (Fig. 4, A and B) .
Further cases of the independent fusion / fission mechanism Phosphocarrier proteins (Bacteria). The phosphotransferase system (PTS) is a major carbohydrate transport system in bacteria (Postma et al., 1993) . It consists of three main elements: the enzyme EI (PEP-utilising protein) transfers the phosphoryl group from phosphoenolopyruvate (PEP) to the phosphocarrier protein HPr, which in turn transferes it to the permease unit. This unit consists of three distinct, sugar-specific subunits: EIIA, EIIB and EIIC. We find many different combinations of the components of the PTS system (e.g. EIIA-HPR-EI or HPR-EI-EIIA; EIIA-EIIB-EIIC or EIIB-EIIC-EIIA). Since proteins which contain one domain only (e.g. the EIIA component or the EI enzyme) can also be found, and no iCPs are present, we conclude that the mechanism for these CPs is independent fusion. ATP binding casette. ABC transporters are a large family of proteins transporting molecules across membranes and consist of two copies of the ABC transporter domain and two copies of the ABC transmembrane domain (Schmitt and Tampe, 2002) ; these may be on a single polypeptide chain. We find different arrangements between transporters from humans, D. melanogaster and A. thaliana. A CP is furthermore found between two ABC transporters from A. thaliana. Glycosyl hydrolases. This is a very widespread and diverse group of enzymes. Often these enzymes consist of two domains, N-and C-terminal glycosyl hydrolase domain. However, we have identified at least three bacterial glycosylases which have a swapped order of these domains. Some of these circularly permutated sequences have been described before (Lin et al., 1990; Ohmiya et al., 1990) , but the unusual structure was not noted. Both domains are also found in bacteria as individual proteins (singletons). No 3D structures of the permutated proteins are available. Fatty oxidation complex. We find archeal proteins with a different arrangement of domains in this highly complex enzyme. The domains involved are HCDH (a CoA dehydrogenase) and ECH (enoyl-CoA hydratase). Again, proteins which have either one of the two domains are abundant.
More examples can be found on our supplementary material page.
Circular permutations caused by the duplication/decay mechanism
Protein families that are likely to have evolved circular permutations by this mechanisms are usually large groups of long, multimeric proteins. Circular permutations seem to be a side effect of internal gene duplication events which are common for some protein families. In several cases of the identified iCPs we were not able to identify a corresponding true CP. These results have been excluded from Tab. 2.
Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS)
A large family of multidomain proteins has been identified to take part in CP events in Bacteria. NRPS's often contain the following domains: adenylation, peptidil-carrier and condensation domain. Several multimere repetitions of these proteins have been found, as well as many iCPs. This suggests that the duplication/cleavage process has caused CP in this case. Many paralogs of these proteins are found on the same genome, because they play a major role in the biosynthesis of bacterial toxins (Finking and Marahiel, 2004) . Because of the high number of repeats within one gene, and the high number of paralogs within one genome, the phylogeny of these proteins turns out to be quite complex (Fig. 5) . As predicted for iCPs (see discussion), different repeats of a domain from one and the same gene can have different evolutionary histories and, consequently, different phylogeny (Fig. 5) . The duplication/deletion mechanism was identified in peptide and polyketide synthases, as well as ubiquitins. In these proteins the modularity or multimerity fulfils a biological function and therefore is likely to be favoured by natural selection. The bulk (around 75%) of identified CPs does not show traces of duplications, and no related iCPs could be found. On the other hand, in cases of the CPs attributed to the duplication / deletion mechanism, the majority of rearrangements reported by RASPODOM are iCPs, and true CPs constitute only a minor fraction, showing that duplications are a very common event in these groups of proteins.
Ubiquitin
Ubiquitin (Ub) is essential as signal for protein degradation in eukaryotes (Pickart, 2000) . PolyUb chains attached to a lysine residue of substrate proteins mediate the proteolysis of the target substrate. The ubiquitin domain is highly conserved in eukaryotes, but the Poly-Ub proteins differ in the number of Ub repeats.
We have not found any case of a "true" CP, despite finding many iCPs. The Ub domain corresponds, in most cases, to two ProDom domains: PD000119 and PD744725. All Poly-Ub proteins contain both of them, however, the domain with which the proteins start or end may vary (Fig. 3) , hence the existence of the observed iCPs. The evolution of these proteins is welldescribed; Perelygin et al. (2002) have shown that unequal crossing-over may have played an important role. This underlying genetic mechanism fits the "duplication/deletion" model: it results in a partial duplication, where the terminal fragments are lost.
Other examples
Other protein families in which iCPs tend to occur are e.g. polyketide synthases (related to the NRPS's), some permease proteins of ABC transporters, transferrin precursors and some families of hypothetical proteins. However, in most of these cases a "clean" CP was could not be identified.
Circular permutations caused by the restriction/modification system
This mechanism has been proposed by Bujnicki (2002) to explain the circular permutations in methyltransferases. We were able to identify these CPs using RASPODOM (see supplementary material).
False positives
Out of 971 created clusters, 160 contained true CPs, 54 contained iCPs only, and 757 contained only false positives. There were three main sources of this type of errors: (i) wrong annotation of domains, (ii) high self-similarity of proteins and (iii) one wrong annotation in the sequence database. In several cases a CP was identified, but an inspection of the dot plot showed that, although one of the terminal domains was missing from the ProDom or Pfam annotation, it could still be observed on the sequence level (see supplementary materials). This was especially the case for many of the multimeric proteins and iCPs. Multiple repeats of the same domain were also sometimes problematic for the RASPODOM algorithm, causing a fraction of false positives, especially in the case of iCPs, wrongly identified as such. In one case, a very clear-cut true CP turned out to be a misannotated sequence of some HBV strains, which were originally correctly described in Norder et al. (1994) . In summary, the proportion of false positives was higher in the set of protein pairs annotated by RASPODOM as iCPs.
Discussion
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the presented results is that such specific and profound rearrangements as circular permutations are widely spread in all groups of organisms, including archeal, bacterial, mitochondrial and eukaryotic proteins. This stresses the importance of large-scale rearrangements. Most of the circular permutations were found in bacterial proteins, many also in eukaryotic or archeal proteins, and some in viral protein sequences (Tab. 2).
Can the different mechanisms be distinguished? It can be argued that our criteria for the distinction of the two considered model -duplication / deletion and fusion / fission are not distinctive enough. First of all, both mechanisms can co-occur (see below). Furthermore, a duplicated intermediary form can disappear, and subsequent deletions can lead to the formation of the shorter variants, containing either N-or C-terminal part of the circular permutation. Such a case would mimick the prediction of the independent fusion / fission mechanism. On the other hand, supposed duplications or iCPs could also be a result of independent fusion / fission mechanisms.
The presented examples show that our criteria are valid. We have not found cases where both mechanisms can be observed at the same time. While some shortened forms indeed exist in the case of peptide synthetases, they cannot form the observed circularly permutated proteins; furthermore, the predicted mechanisms agree well with the reconstructed phylogeny of the domains.
Can the proposed mechanisms co-occur? So far, we have presented the two possible mechanisms as mutually exclusive. However, it is conceivable that a duplication event is followed by gene fusions and fissions or vice versa. To our judgement, such a "mixed" scenario is very rare and can often be ruled out.
For example, when we find the domain arragments AB and CD in a species which is deeply rooted in the species tree and ABCD and CDAB in two species which have more recently split, it is most parsimonious to assume that both, ABCD and CDAB have arisen by independent fusion events. If, however, we were to assume that ABCD has arisen from ABCD (or CDAB) via the intermediate fusion gene with the domain arrangemnt ABCDABCD (or CDABCDAB), followed by the losses of temrinal domains, we still need to postulate that the initial fusion event, i.e. ABCD (or CDAB) has arisen via fusion of AB and CD.
For all cases where the fusion/fission mechanism was proposed, we can explicitely dismiss such a "mixed" scenario, because a) the intermediate (ABCDABCD or remnants thereof, such as an iCP) were not observed and b) this scenario would be less parsimonious.
Prevalence of the fusion/fission mechanism. We have found both; circular permutations that arose through the duplication / deletion mechanism, and others that are more likely to have arisen through independent fusion of smaller proteins. We found that in cases where a mechanism can be assigned to a CP, the independent fusion / fission is more common than duplication / deletion. This was unexpected. The independent fusion / fission mechanism requires two separate in-frame fusions or one fusion and one fission. At the first glance these events seem to be less likely and require a more precise genetic mechanism than deletion of terminal fragments of a protein sequence. The duplication / deletion mechanism requires only one duplication and subsequent terminal deletions.
Possible explanations for this finding are as follows. The ratio of circular permutations caused by the fusion / fission mechanism remains stable and is, to a large extent, dependent on the "mobility" of domains, which can be found in all known genomes (see section on the "Fusion / fission mechanism"). As for the duplication / deletion mechanism, either (i) there exists a specific genetic mechanism causing a higher rate of duplications in the case of the aforementioned proteins, or (ii) duplications are highly disadvantageous under normal circumstances and their fixation depends on the selective pressure. This question remains yet to be answered.
Concluding remarks. The analysis of circular permutations that are caused by different rearrangement events shows an important aspect of protein evolution. We have shown that such rearrangements can, to a large extent, produce misleading topologies in phylogenetic trees. It cannot be excluded that, in the course of evolution, the various rearrangements (duplications, fissions, fusions, unequal crossing over, transposition etc.) can happen independently from each other.
The complex path of modular evolution of proteins is well illustrated by the bacterial peptide synthetases. These proteins are responsible for non-ribosomal synthesis of proteins, and their modularity is directly correlated with the amino acid sequence of the synthesised peptide. It is therefore likely that the evolution of these proteins is directed by the selective pressure on the resulting peptides, similarly as the evolution of a nucleic acid sequence is governed by the selective pressure acting upon proteins. 
